Instant Hot Water Taps
Near-boiling delivered instantly

InSinkErator’s HotTap Systems dispense near boiling filtered hot water from an easily installed under sink hot water tank, which plugs straight into a normal wall socket.

The HotTap produces near boiling water perfect for making hot drinks, speeding up the cooking of pasta or vegetables, cleaning dishes and a host of other kitchen tasks.

There’s also models with the added bonus of delivering filtered ambient cold water from the same tap.
Convenient, Compact and Easy to Install

The compact 2.5 litre NeoTank® takes up only a small amount of valuable, under sink cupboard space and features an enhanced design ensuring quiet operation and increased product longevity. All our HotTap filters use a Quick-Connect Push-In Fitting system guaranteeing a quick and easy filter installation. And with a standard, 3-pin plug socket, the NeoTank® is an easy Plug’N’Play installation with no hard wiring required.

Undersink Hot Water Tank
2.5 Litre stainless steel tank dispenses near boiling hot.

Quick-Change Water Filter
Quick-change 5 micron filter providing great water quality & taste.

Plug’N’Play 3-Pin plug
No wiring required, just plugs straight into 3-pin plug socket.

WaterMark Certified & Authorised
All our HotTap pass the WaterMark test!
• Near boiling filtered hot water instantly + ambient cold drinking water.
• Gentle touch, two lever dispenser, with safety mechanism.
• Tap mounted on either the kitchen work surface or sink.
  (35mm–38mm hole required in bench)
• Reduces chlorine, lead, and other unpleasant tastes, chemicals and odours from the water.
• Easy to install 2.5 litre stainless steel tank fitted under sink.
• Plugs directly into electrical socket close to appliance.
• Adjustable temperature dial on tank.
• Shut-off valve in filter head automatically stops water flow.
• Tank dimensions. (W 157mm x H 310mm x D 171mm)
• Easy to replace filter.
• 2-Year Warranty.
GN1100
Near-boiling water tap

- Near boiling filtered hot water instantly.
- Elegant swivelling spout. Tap insulated from heat.
- Gentle touch, single lever dispenser, with safety mechanism.
- Tap mounted on either the kitchen work surface or sink.
  (35mm-38mm hole required in bench)
- Reduces chlorine, lead, and other unpleasant tastes, chemicals and odours from the water.
- Easy to install 2.5 litre stainless steel tank fitted under sink.
- Plugs directly into electrical socket close to appliance.
- Adjustable temperature dial on tank.
- Shut-off valve in filter head automatically stops water flow.
- Tank dimensions. (W 157mm x H 310mm x D 171mm)
- Easy to replace filter.
- 2-Year Warranty.
HC1100
Near-boiling + cold filtered water tap

- Near boiling filtered hot water instantly + ambient cold drinking water.
- Elegant swivelling spout. Tap insulated from heat.
- Gentle touch, two lever dispenser, with safety mechanism.
- Tap mounted on either the kitchen work surface or sink.
  (35mm-38mm hole required in bench)
- Reduces chlorine, lead, and other unpleasant tastes, chemicals and odours from the water.
- Easy to install 2.5 litre stainless steel tank fitted under sink.
- Plugs directly into electrical socket close to appliance.
- Adjustable temperature dial on tank.
- Shut-off valve in filter head automatically stops water flow.
- Tank dimensions. (W 157mm x H 310mm x D 171mm)
- Easy to replace filter.
- 2-Year Warranty.
H3300
Near-boiling water tap

• Near boiling filtered hot water instantly.
• Elegant swivelling spout. Tap insulated from heat.
• Gentle touch, single lever dispenser, with safety mechanism.
• Tap mounted on either the kitchen work surface or sink.
  (35mm-38mm hole required in bench)
• Reduces chlorine, lead, and other unpleasant tastes, chemicals and odours from the water.
• Easy to install 2.5 litre stainless steel tank fitted under sink.
• Plugs directly into electrical socket close to appliance.
• Adjustable temperature dial on tank.
• Shut-off valve in filter head automatically stops water flow.
• Tank dimensions. (W 157mm x H 310mm x D 171mm)
• Easy to replace filter.
• 2-Year Warranty.
HC3300
Near-boiling + cold filtered water tap

- Near boiling filtered hot water instantly + ambient cold drinking water.
- Elegant swivelling spout. Tap insulated from heat.
- Gentle touch, single lever dispenser, with safety mechanism.
- Tap mounted on either the kitchen work surface or sink.
  (35mm–38mm hole required in bench)
- Reduces chlorine, lead, and other unpleasant tastes, chemicals and odours from the water.
- Easy to install 2.5 litre stainless steel tank fitted under sink.
- Plugs directly into electrical socket close to appliance.
- Adjustable temperature dial on tank.
- Shut-off valve in filter head automatically stops water flow.
- Tank dimensions. (W 157mm x H 310mm x D 171mm)
- Easy to replace filter.
- 2-Year Warranty.
Filtered water... just tastes better!

All InSinkErator instant hot water taps come with an in-line filtration system using replaceable cartridges. The super fine 5-micron filters reduce impurities and odours, giving you better tasting water for your water bottle, coffee or tea.

The twist-off/twist-on filter is easy to install and designed so the water automatically shuts off when the filter is removed, eliminating the need for a separate shut-off valve. Depending on local water quality and usage volumes, filter replacement is recommended every 6-12 months.

**F-201R Replacement Filter**
- Quick-Connect Push-In Fittings guarantees a quick, easy installation
- Valve-in-Head Design automatically shuts off water flow when filter cartridge is removed, eliminating need for separate shut-off valve
- Low Pressure Drop Filter design assures consistently flawless performance
- Reduces chlorine, lead, turbidity, particulates & other unpleasant tastes and odours
- NSF Standard 42
- 6-12 month expected filter life, depending on water quality and use
- Two filter cartridges per pack

**F-701R Replacement Filter**
- Super fine 5 micron filter for even cleaner water
- Quick-Connect Push-In Fittings guarantees a quick, easy installation
- Valve-in-Head Design automatically shuts off water flow when filter cartridge is removed, eliminating need for separate shut-off valve
- Reduces chlorine, taste & odor for clean, refreshing taste
- 6-12 month expected filter life, depending on water quality and use
- Two filter cartridges per pack
Plug-in convenience with the Neotank™

The compact and innovative NeoTank delivers near boiling water for hot drinks and slashes your cooking times with steaming water for vegetables and pasta dishes. This ingenious unit also comes with an optional connector that allows you to filter your cold water as well, giving you great tasting filtered water straight from your tap.

• NeoTank is only about the size of a toaster, making it easy to install on the back wall under your kitchen bench with minimum fuss.
• The 2.5-litre capacity is easily sufficient for most kitchen tasks.
• Reduces the cost of heating water, saving you energy costs.
• Finger-tip control with a touch-panel display for precise temperature adjustment.
• Able to run on a standard electrical circuit drawing 5.6AMPS with an element size of 1.3KW.
• Quiet, energy-efficient operation.
• Easy installation with tool-free connections and dry-start protection.
• 2-year in-home limited warranty.

2.5 litre stainless steel tank

Digital touch screen easy temperature control from 87°C to 98°C with precise temperature control to +/- 1.0° F

Heating element for rapid recovery able to run on a standard electrical circuit drawing 5.6AMPS with an element size of 1.3KW

Soundproofing for ultra-quiet performance and insulated for energy efficiency

Produces up to 98° water instantly

The Plumbing Code of Australia requires certain plumbing and drainage materials and products to be certified and authorised for use in a plumbing or drainage installation. These materials and products are to be certified through the WaterMark Certification Scheme and listed on the WaterMark Product Database.

In order to Achieve WaterMark Certification, the product must:

- Be tested by a recognized testing laboratory
- Comply with approved specifications
- Be manufactured in accordance with an approved Quality Assurance Program
- Carry a warranty

The HotTap by InSinkErator meets all above criteria and has earned WaterMark Certification giving you peace of mind that your purchasing a quality product.

The water mark of a quality product

The energy efficient way to make a cuppa!

A poorly managed kettle can waste an incredible amount of energy...heating...re-heating...re-heating again. Each time heating more water than you actually need.

With a HotTap, water is heated by the NeoTank, featuring a die-molded, polystyrene thermal barrier that surrounds the tank to minimize heat loss. Energy is not wasted heating water you don’t use.

In fact, the NeoTank uses less energy than a 40W light bulb in stand-by mode and 20% less energy than a kettle when using 10 cups of near-boiling water per day.
A little history

1927
Tinkering with an idea and some sheet metal, Racine architect John W. Hammes invents the first food waste disposer.

The 1940s
Bob Cox, vice president of sales sold disposers to plumbers instead of appliance dealers and by 1952 he pitched the product out of pink Pontiac.

The 1950s
As television came of age, so did television advertising, using the power of celebrity endorsements of George Burns, Barbara Walters, and later Phyllis Diller.

The 1960s
Emerson Electric Co. purchases InSinkErator.

The 1970s
InSinkErator started producing Trash Compactor and Hot Water Dispensers.

The 1990s
New York City Department of Environmental Study concluded a two-year analysis, and approved the use of food waste disposers.

2000 and beyond
The 2000’s saw the introduction of the Evolution Series disposer, featuring advanced sound, grind and anti-vibration technology. And in 2018, a New Zealand TV commercial launched the MultiTap, an Italian-made kitchen faucet that also provides near-boiling water from the same tap.

HotTap Life Hacks

Instantly make hot drinks

Remove stickers from dishware

Clean without chemicals

Instantly remove stains

Safely sterilise toys & bottles

Kick-start cooking
Service & Installation

InSinkErator have a network of service agents and plumbers to install your new food waste disposer.

To find more call 0800 200 510 or visit our website www.insinkerator.co.nz